DRAIN PANS - SPRAY SYSTEMS
STANDARD FLUID
DRIP PAN

CITATION 240
PAINT SPRAYER/RESPIRATOR SYSTEM

Great for the private aircraft owner.
It eliminates mess, saves time, and
is environmentally friendly. All steel
construction. Adjustable height. The
model with trap features a hinged
door for nose struts. Ships UPS
direct from factory. Model DP-115
P/N 12-99110 ........$232.95

WING STAND
This wing stand is ideal for aircraft homebuilders or restorers needing to safely
store and protect aircraft wings during the
project. It accommodates virtually all
shapes and sizes of wings and is available
at a very economical price. We ship this
wing stand direct to you from the factory
(freight collect). Dims: 72”l x 44”h x 36”w.
Assembly req. Each stand holds 2 wings.
......................P/N 12-21390 ..$159.00/ea

AEROROLLER-1000
AeroRoller makes movement of your aircraft
or wheeled equipment easy. Aircraft can be
loaded on AeroRoller without jack and minimum effort is required to move aircraft when
on rollers. AeroRoller is constructed of
Industrial 1/4” steel plate.
Heavy duty
Duraform 360° swivel castor wheels means no
flat spots. Brake castor lock parking location.
Each unit can carry 1000 lbs. Manufacturer’s warranty covers defective parts & labor. 2-Roller Set ............P/N 13-00071 ........$124.95
3-Roller Set ............P/N 13-00072 ........$181.95

The Citation HVLP ‘twin turbine’ system provides both a ‘professional quality’ paint spray
system and the HobbyAir supplied-air respirator in one portable package. This system
comes complete with everything you will
need to spray exceptionally fine finishes with
practcally any material and to breathe in safety and comfort while you
work. The basic system includes two 40’ airlines (one for breathing and
one for painting) and a half face mask. Available options include: A larger
two-person Citation system with 3 airlines (2 for breathing and 1 for spraying), Full face masks, and air-supplied hoods. This system comes with an
unconditional 1-year warranty. ....................P/N 12-15900 ..........$929.00
Optional 4 ft. whip hose ......................P/N 12-15910 ............$19.75

Foot Squaring Shear - Tennsmith squaring shears
offer precision shearing and rugged construction.
These shears feature traction, ground alloy tool
steel blades to prevent material movement during
shearing. Will shear material up to 16 gauge mild
steel and up to 20 gauge stainless steel. Both
blades are adjustable and back gauge gives highly
accurate readings. Wts: Model 36: 700 lbs. Model 53: 950 lbs.
Shipped truck collect to you direct from factory in Tennessee.
Model 36 Shear (Max. Cutting Width 37") P/N 12-20715 ....$1,771.00
Model 52 (Max. Cutting Width 52") ......P/N 12-20720 ....$2,185.00
Tennsmith -These products are shipped truck, priced F.O.B. McMinnville,TN.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
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PRIMER PISTOL
Simple and cost effective way to apply small
amounts of primer paint and liquid with minimal
cleanup time. A valuable tool for aircraft builders.
Requires empty film containers and 1/8” ID plastic tubing.
P/N 12-00686 ........$19.85

TENNSMITH BRAKES & SHEARS

Universal Hand Brake & Stand - Tennsmith's heavy
duty universal hand brake is a great tool for a
wide range of sheet metal binding and forming
operations in 12 gauge and lighter mild steel. The
brake is ideal for both box and pan and straight
bending in hold and cold rolled plate, stainless
steel, aluminum, and heavy plastic. Welded steel plate construction
for strength and rigidity. Bends material up to 48" wide Wts: brake:
1330 lbs. Optional stand: 95 lbs. Shipped truck collect direct to you
from factory in Tennessee.
Model HBU48-12 Hand Brake ....P/N 12-20710 ....$2,998.00
Optional Stand ............................P/N 12-20705 ........$176.95
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CITATION INTAKE ADAPTER
The Intake Adapter allows the pump unit to be
placed inside the shop area, keeping it out of the
elements. With the adapter installed, the vent
hose can be extended to a fresh air location up to
50 feet away, allowing the pump to draw in fresh
air from a distant location. The caution is to place
the pump in a location inside the shop that is at
least 30 ft away from the actual spray area in
which it will not come in contact with flammable material. For example, the
pump should never be placed inside a paint booth. Adapter kit comes
complete with the steel adapter itself, screws, weatherstrip, hose clamp,
50 feet of 4-inch hose and installation instructions.
P/N 12-15901 ............$75.25

SUNEX SX-10 TOUCH-UP GUN
Hand Brake & Stand - A versatile, economical hand
brake which is designed for straight forming of mild
steel in thicknesses of 22 gauge and lighter. Made
in the U.S.A by Tennsmith. Bends material up to 48"
wide. Wts: brake: 280 lbs. Optional stand: 95 lbs.
Ideal for bending materials used in light aircraft
construction. Shipped direct to you from factory in
Tennessee.
Model S48-22 hand brake ..........P/N 12-20700 ........$557.00
Optional Stand ............................P/N 12-20705 ........$176.95
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Ideal for tight areas. Holds approximately one pint of
paint.
P/N SX-10 ..............$43.95

SUNEX SX-70
SPRAY GUN AND CUP
Standard size. Holds one quart of paint.
P/N SX-70 ........................$51.75
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AXIS HVLP PAINT SPRAYERS
The Axis series of paint sprayers is
designed to take the guesswork out of
choosing a spraying system which can be
confusing for the homebuilder who is
going to paint for the first time. Rather
than offer a wide variety of sprayers, Axis
has selected the best turbine for each
type of product normally used to finish an
airplane. This is the SP 2003 (3 stage turbine) which is furnished with 30 feet of air delivery hose and the Lexair
spray gun. Select one of the three systems shown below based on type
of material you will be spraying. If waterborne materials are going to be
used, we can furnish systems for this process on a special order basis.
Sys. 1 to paint aircraft covered in fabric......P/N 12-15920 ..........$770.00
Sys. 2, to paint composite structure ............P/N 12-15930 ..........$673.00
Sys. 3, to paint over metal or wood ............P/N 12-15940 ..........$770.00

THE MESS MASTER
This handy device traps the mess and
drains it away. The waterproof skirting contains overspray and grime splash, while the
heavy duty, perforated steel platform traps
the gunk and pumps it away. This little tool
can pay for itself many times over in
increased productivity and labor savings
benefits. Stop cleaning up after every engine cleaning and get the MESS
MASTER 4000©. Features: • Keeps the grime off shop floor • Saves labor
and costs • Increases productivity • Improves hangar safety • Folds away
for easy storage
P/N 12-00979 ......$1,685.00
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